Avoid the problems you can see.
Protect against the ones you cannot.

Proper preparation for the off-season protects your pool against many winter issues
including stains and scale. ProTeam Winter Mix, featuring Sub-Zero Crystals, takes the
worry out of off-season care.

Avoid future problems with

PROTEAM WINTER MIX.
Get long-lasting protection against staining and scaling thanks to
ProTeam’s unique formula featuring SUB-ZERO Crystals.

Protect up to 15,000 gallons in a single application.
proteampoolcare.com

ProTeam
makes closing
and opening
your pool less
stressful.

CLOSING YOUR POOL

OPENING YOUR POOL

Perform these steps while the pool water is circulating.

• At any time during the opening process perform these two tasks:
Introduce ProTeam High Tech Tabs to your chemical feeder. Anytime is
a good time to sanitize the pool water.

STEP 1 Resolve any current water problems, such as algae or cloudy
water, before closing the pool.
pH

7.2 – 7.6

• Brush, Vacuum, Clean. Do these at any time and you are helping to
keep the pool tidy and make the products you are adding into the
pool work better, faster or both.

Total Alkalinity

100 – 120 ppm

STEP 1 If needed, add water to get the pool to operational level. Once

Calcium Hardness

200 – 400 ppm

STEP 2 Adjust water balance factors to their appropriate ranges:

STEP 3 Add 2 pounds of ProTeam Quick Shock or ProTeam Multi
Magic Shock Extra per 10,000 gallons of water.

STEP 4 Add ProTeam Winter Mix to pool. See product label for
application directions.

STEP 5 Use ProTeam Filter Magic to clean your filter prior to close.

enough water has been added start circulating the pool water. Circulate
pool water for 24 hours before the first test of the season.

STEP 2 Adjust the water balance factors and make any necessary

adjustments to the ProTeam UV Shield levels. Water balance factors are
pH, Alkalinity, and Calcium Hardness.

STEP 3 Add ProTeam Quick Shock to oxidize wastes present and

Filters become more difficult to clean the longer they are left untouched.

growing in the pool during the off-season along with any wastes added
with the new water introduced.

STEP 6 If applicable, lower the water level of your pool. Consult your

STEP 4 Apply an initial dose of ProTeam Polyquat 60 to keep pool

local dealer.

clear all year.

STEP 5 When high levels of metals or calcium are present add
ProTeam Metal Magic to prevent issues from forming.

STEP 6 Add ProTeam Supreme Plus to the pool in at least two
separate dosages. This step will make water care a breeze!

Refreshingly simple pool and spa care
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